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CHANGE IS GOOD - from graphic pattern to exotic jungle print –
the new wallpapers from Michael Michalsky
Which design would you like? Delicate stripes, imaginative jungle motifs, marble look or
geometric motifs in Scandi style? Brightly coloured, shades of grey or pastel? The diverse
designs of wallpapers offer almost innumerable possibilities to improve the home.
Eyecatcher guarantee included.
Fine marble look and floral prints
When changing wallpaper, renovators can go completely according to their personal
preferences. The elegant look in the home office can be conjured up just as easily as a
relaxing atmosphere for the bedroom or the feel-good zone in the hallway. For example, the
new "Change is Good" collection by Michael Michalsky, which the fashion designer created
in collaboration with A.S. Création, is fresh, lively and cheerful. “Wallpapers are a wonderful,
all-round talent. Compared to a single piece of furniture, they change and beautify the entire
room, It creates a completely new home feeling," says the designer. Animal and floral prints
with palm trees, monkeys or jungle plants create an exotic and natural mood - and satisfy the
longing to bring nature home. Marble looks and graphic patterns with metallic colours look
fine and timelessly beautiful and suit a modern interior style. Plain wallpapers in neutral tones
such as grey and cream appear very harmonious in combination with coloured accents in
sunny yellow, terracotta orange and navy blue. Or how about the stylish diamond star design
on a dark blue background?
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How does the wallpaper of your choice look in your own four walls?
“Wallpapers are what make your home different and create a sense of wellbeing”, stresses
Michalsky. You can try out how the new wallpaper of your choice will look in your own four
walls with a visualisation tool at www.tapetenshop.de. There, interested visitors will also find
the latest wallpaper trends and can be inspired by numerous home examples. Before buying,
you should learn about the different types of wallpaper. High-quality non-woven wallpapers,
for example, are particularly easy to apply. The advantage is that they do not need soaking
time. Hobby craftsmen can simply paste the wall directly and then press the wallpaper on.
And you’re done.

Change is good collection
Brand: Livingwalls
Material: Non-woven material
Period: 2024
Contents: 53 wallpapers, 3 digital prints
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